I. Introduction [FN1]

From the logics of extreme positivism - taken as a theory that rejects dealing with metaphysical issues - the relationship between law and literature remained an impossible task, since they were both fields of study which lacked in their basis a logical or rational construction. Only pure and abstract science could be the real object of academic interrogation. In this sense, literary texts and legal rules only responded to certain social and human criteria, and were therefore traditionally excluded from the scientific possibility of being analyzed in comparison. This perspective was luckily broadened by new interpretations. Therefore, it is possible to perceive that, quite recently, certain lines of thought have been casting doubts on this positivist assertion, and the topic of how both areas relate to each other can no longer be ignored by academics interested either in literature or law. [FN2]

The Argentine thinker Enrique Mari wrote several articles on the subject, illustrating his own questions by bringing into discussion some irrefutable evidence:

Llegados a este punto, una pregunta se hace visible: ¿acaso el enlace que se quiere ver entre derecho y literatura no será un simple expediente para mitigar esa mala impresión que poetas de la talla de los mencionados [i.e. Goethe, Shakespeare, entre otros], y quizás en impensada revancha histórica contra Platón que los excluía de la ciencia, tenían del derecho y los juristas? ¿Un balsamo quizás frente a ese negativo dictamen no solo de estos poetas, sino también de una opinión pública muy generalizada? Creo, no obstante, que algo mas ronda alrededor de esta propuesta y está relacionada con las cuestiones teóricas que venimos anunciando. De hecho la literatura se encuentra inundada de casos en que cuestiones legales cobran cuerpo (. . .) Entre el derecho y la literatura, no menos que en el teatro, pues muchas de sus obras han sido llevadas a la escena, se tejen líneas elaboradas con hilo procedente de la otra bovina. [FN4]

*699 Interdisciplinarity, frequently quoted, is a word which engages more than it seems. Trying to figure out how two historically independent worlds of knowledge might interact is difficult from the observer's examination and, in many opportunities, has been a vain experience. [FN5] If putting together different "wools" could be risky, it becomes much more complicated - once the fabric is finished - to discover how complex patterns were done and identify how weaving was achieved. It is the hard way back.

Attempts to throw light on this difficulty started almost a century ago, but only during these last decades has the phenomenon been studied in its most theoretical
implications. [FN6] Systematization of partial conclusions is now being suggested. Through a structured analysis, Anthony Julius affirms that

the project of relating law to literature, as an interdisciplinary undertaking (or "activity") with institutional support is commonly taken to have four elements. There is the study of the law relating to literature (the law of literature). [FN7] There is the study of the literary properties of legal texts (law as literature - as a 'branch of literature'). There is the study of the method of interpretation of legal and literary texts (legal and literary hermeneutics). [FN8] *700 Last, there is the study of the representation of law and legal processes in literature (law in literature). [FN9]

These four aspects of the question have been substantially - and almost unanimously - taken as unique possibilities. [FN10] It is our purpose here to introduce a fifth aspect we are going to define through the close examination of law and literature in ancient times.

If we have to summarize the major trends of law and literature critical approaches, we can see that most authors, probably interested in the interpretation of verdicts as a specific way of using language, have brought into the focus the study of literary aspects of legislative or judicial discourse. [FN11] After some foundational approaches by James Boyd White, [FN12] Richard A. Posner has centered his attention around the conception of rules as fictional texts. [FN13] The parallel with literature only becomes useful in order to understand and interpret decrees, statutes, or verdicts as the result of linguistic creation. However, if it is true that law rests within *701 literature because it is naturally sustained in words, [FN14] and because they are both constructs of imagination, [FN15] there are considerable differences; according to Posner, whereas literature is a creative and unconscious product of aesthetics, law is a ruling technique. [FN16] In this sense, similarities remain useless to explain the social function of positive norms, the bureaucratic exercise of law, or its practical consequences in forensic proceedings. [FN17] The relationship is partially left aside, which should not surprise us if we recall that Posner is one of the founders of the "Law and Economics" movement, which sees in law more mathematical than literary properties.

Despite this distance, it is true that literature is frequently included in different legal courses, in order to improve legal thinking in students. [FN18] *702 The importance of reading literary texts in law schools has usually been manifested. Different objectives have been utilized to justify this legal reflection on literature, [FN19] since - at the same time - it presents several advantages: it may show the lawyer or the legal system as they are reflected through the eyes of a writer, or be used to emphasize the literary characteristics of statutes and judicial opinions, to improve critical reflection, [FN20] to learn about the concept of rightness, [FN21] to teach lawyering and decision-making from an ethical perspective, [FN22] to enrich our understanding of legal interpretation, or to simply understand a lawyer’s life from the way it is described in the fiction about lawyers written by lawyers. [FN23]

This relationship has proven to be fruitful in all these senses, because there are some underlying characteristics in common which can be identified in law and literature. In their resemblance, they are both conceived to be mainly based on language, [FN24] and are therefore stressed by an aesthetic value. [FN25] One could say that life of the law is thus a life of art, the art of making meaning in language with others. [FN26]

Sharing certain properties makes the two disciplines interrelate, and they thus both constitute inter-texts. Writing down law or literature, as *703 truly compositional activities, [FN27] means interweaving a textum. These processes, sustained on notions such as metaphor and fiction, [FN28] are able enough to describe the method of legal creation or sentence decision. Through this creative procedure, narrative in literature
and law represents the exercising of social control and consecrates the discoursive power of authorities. [FN29]

Writers and lawmakers - as well as judges, who also give origin to fictional narrative when issuing a verdict, [FN30] occupy positions which are respected in society. To the people in traditional communities, they occupy a place of significance, and they are entitled to a social privilege which becomes guaranteed by the social circuit of knowledge and power.

Apart from those in charge of writing, legislating, and judging, there are other persons involved in these practices who can also express the nature of this linkage. Those taking the action with their own bodies should be recognised as the real doers in the exercise of law and literature. Thus, actors in the theater can be seen as real contenders on stage, just as the plaintiffs and defendants can act out their conflict during the different instances of a trial. Despite the numerous court scenes available in all genres of literature, [FN31] it is appropriate to find a real connection between suits and literary fiction in the representation of characters: playing roles in a specific scenario in front of others constitutes their substance.

Martha C. Nussbaum, [FN32] even though heavily criticizing some hypotheses from Posner, dedicates her book to him. Although attacking a strict economist perspective, she agrees with her predecessors' "law as a branch of literature" point of view. She sees law as narrative, [FN33] mainly emphasizing the corpus of novels, considering that literary fantasy can contribute to the rational construction of juridical arguments and enhance our moral sensitivities to social oppression and injustices by expanding our imagination. In her words, the study of law as literature could enrich our understanding of legal interpretation, legal rhetoric and legal narratives by drawing on the theories and practice of interpretation, rhetoric, and narrative in other academic disciplines and contrasting them with conventional legal theory and praxis. She considers that, if we wish to talk about contemporary public life and the way in which concrete circumstances give shape to emotions and human aspirations, it seems advisable to center on a genre which is still fruitful, and where the concrete circumstances described become relevant to our discussions. [FN34] Therefore, she consciously chooses the writing of novels because of their main features concerning the textual discovery of emotional backgrounds.

It is evident that law can only be understood within the context of its social origin: law is undeniably historical, since its nature and purpose is dependent on the moment in which it was born. Michael Richmond clarifies that

[m]ost of those involved in legal education acknowledge, whether tacitly or otherwise, the . . . inevitable intertwining of law and history. The development of common and statutory laws has not existed in a vacuum, but rather has symptomatized the overall historical and cultural events in force at the time courts decide cases. [FN35]

In this sense, and without much effort, we could consider that the nature of novel today, its generalization and openness, as Nussbaum conceives it, [FN36] is a landmark of our time.

However, what is common now might have been rare in other times and, centuries ago, when the novel was absent, other genres could have occupied that literary space of fantasy and creation. [FN37] Studying literary demonstrations in antiquity, with their own reality, may well contribute to discovering a new context for the relationship between fiction and legal speech, especially since there is some evidence that many principles of the law and literature movement find their remote roots in ancient Greece;
In addition, moving backwards to classical history offers the advantage of dealing with the issue without facing the philosophical debate coloring our current discussions on the matter. As Ian Ward mentions,

In the light of the growing controversy over the "political" ambition of law and literature, perhaps the least controversial area in which it can be suggested that literature is of value in legal studies is that of legal history. I would suggest that the study of law in history is unarguable. Rather curiously, it is not an approach which has attracted much attention from the law and literature scholars . . . Possibly, this is precisely because of its relatively uncontroversial, and un-philosophical, perspective. This is not to say, of course, that historical literature has not already been used precisely as such a supplement. There are numerous examples of such usage.

From this point of view, drama represents an interesting topic. My hypothesis here is that the historical and current importance of "theater *706 plays" among ancient civilizations, if analyzed within other contexts of production, might suggest new readings on the comparison of literature and law. If we concentrate on different legal systems and different literary models, adding the dimension of historical outlook, we could be driven to fresh assertions, and our traditional conclusions on this question might be expanded and improved. The study of antiquity will make us plunge into the example of classical Athens, which I will explain in relative detail, so as to put forward some facts that will lead afterwards to my final opinions.

II. Law in Ancient Greece

Although it is true that law is one of those few areas of social practice in which the influence of ancient Greece over later society has not apparently been too notorious, we cannot deny that during its time of splendor a legal system was established to deal with the punishment of improper acts. However, ancient Greek law now constitutes a fragmentary field of study, since we do not have much information left on its functioning and since generalization is unattainable; the political organization of each state-city allowed internal rules for each autonomous unit.

Athens has served as the foundation of most of our knowledge, especially if we consider the fourth and fifth centuries B.C. In this sense, we use the name "Athenian law" to define the whole system of obligatory rules and judicial activities - taken in their formal aspects as well as in their substantial considerations - which were applicable in Athens during the classical period.

When speaking of rules and activities, I am explicitly enlarging the scope in order to include, in addition to the abstract written material on laws and decrees, the details of its practical effects. Besides, when talking about "applicability" in specific cases, we must make clear that in Athenian society the ordinary logics of law did not consist in applying rules from a theoretical hypothesis to daily events, but in relating and arguing over its interpretation in every single controversy. It must be underlined that the notion of law was very different in ancient times, and that Greek law was particularly focused, as Stephen Todd demonstrated, in procedure instead of than in substance. As a response to any crime committed, a wide number of public or private actions were available, and the choice between them corresponded to the interest of the applicant. Hence, Athenian law lived mostly in the pragmatics of public courts, and was not a binding tool to be mechanically quoted and "downloaded." The debate, or agon, represented the axis of litigiousness.

An extensive definition such as the one just provided points to the existence of institutions and fairly straightforward rules which governed people's attitudes and served
as an impartial standard against which norms were established and disputes were settled. [FN46] If we develop a comparison based upon the amount of work undertaken during the last centuries on the characteristics of the classical world, it is surprising to remark that very little work has been done on Athenian law. Besides, some of the most influential commentaries on Greek justice have been connotated by previous knowledge on other ancient systems like Roman law, so readings are often anachronistically corrupted. It becomes obvious that Greek law has been highly ignored, and therefore underestimated.

Since the creation of the classical legal system by legislators such as Solon or Drako, the absence of lawyers in Athens remains an interesting fact; the whole order was built on "amateurism." In front of the jury, litigants often introduced themselves as ignorant in legal matters, and they frequently denounced their enemies by qualifying them as clever and skilled speakers, trained in rhetorical devices and deceptive communication. Presenting oneself as free from litigiousness was a much appreciated rhetorical device. [FN47]

*708 Even judges were not professional, and the majority of them belonged to a social class of farmers, neither rich nor poor. [FN48] Large juries were selected on a periodic basis; the short time of office and the amazing size of the juries (which could run as high as six thousand members; an uneven number of judges was always chosen, in order to avoid ties during the verdict) - both conceived as ways to avoid corruption - made it almost impossible for a magistrate to acquire technical expertise.

Their work was paid. Jurors earned about three obols, which by that time was one-third of what a skilled artisan received for the work of a day.

The selecting process of jurors was well organized in classical Athens. Any polite (citizen) over thirty years old could report to one of the ten tribes in which the city was divided after the reforms by Kleisthenes. Magistrates were selected by lot. [FN49] An allotment machine decided - among all the fellow tribe members - if they would serve as judges and, in that case, in which court. The need of composing the juries and completing their number during the trial days had a practical consequence: every adult Athenian citizen would have to serve on the tribunals at least once in their life. In the fifth century B.C., each juror was allocated to one court for the year.

Two kinds of cases could be handled by the Athenian tribunals. In the first place, there were the dikai or private cases, arising from the existence of certain crimes that did not affect the entire society but only a number of individuals who claimed to have been personally abused. Only these persons could initiate this procedure. In the second place, Athenians had the graphai or public cases, arising whenever the community had been wronged. Among these cases, we could mention acts of treason, desertion, or embezzlement of state funds.

The whole system of justice in Athens was composed, in fact, of different courts. While the least important offenses could be dealt with by lesser tribunals, more important crimes such as murder fell under the jurisdiction of tribunals such as the Areopagos, the Palladion, the Delphinion, and the Prytaneion. Every tribunal was created to specialize in specific issues. The Areopagos, for instance, had the exclusive function of trying intentional homicides. The Palladion was reserved for cases of unintentional homicides, the Delphinion had the right to prosecute justifiable homicide, and the Prytaneion was the tribunal in charge of those homicide cases which involved the responsibility of animals, inanimate objects, or unknown persons.
After the reforms introduced by Ephialtes, the power and jurisdiction of the Areopagos was decreased, and several jury panels (dikasteria) which represented the people (demos) as a whole were introduced into the legal system. [FN50]

Procedures could be initiated either by a magistrate or, more frequently, by a private citizen, who had to start by having his opponents come before the jury so that he could deliver his accusation. An oral summons was issued and the defendant was notified when to go to court. Once that specific day arrived, and the appropriate fees were paid by the applicant, the magistrate who received the charge had to open a preliminary inquiry (anakrisis) before taking it to a court for trial. If the case was considered accepted, each party to the controversy had to collect all the evidence in order to make it public once they appeared before the jury. In ordinary tribunals, the litigants had to go to the court of the magistrate who had received the case, together with their witnesses and supporters.

The general public could be standing all around the borders of the space provided for the court proceedings so as to listen to the contenders. The affair immediately went on with the corresponding speeches, limited to a certain amount of time, which was the same for both sides; the length of both participations were measured by a water clock or klepsydra. Each litigant had to speak for himself and try to convince the unexperienced jurors; therefore, it was absolutely important to present simple explanations through non-technical vocabulary.

There was no public prosecutor, so the case had to be decided on the basis of speeches made by the involved parties. The opposition between the accuser and the defendant was built along a clear use of persuasive arguments and counterarguments specially conceived to assist those in charge of reaching a solution to the dispute. The authority of rhetoric was decisive for the results of the debate, and the speaker needed to convince his hearers in order to win the case. [FN51] This activity was so important that, if a participant would not be able to speak for himself in a persuasive style, others could join in to help him. [FN52] Although legally forbidden, a number of famous paid speech writers (logographoi) might be hired to prepare the speech in favor of a client.

The jurors were given two official ballots (psephoi demosiai), one with a hollow axle, the other with a full one. These wheel-shaped objects were use to indicate their vote. If the juror felt the defendant was innocent he cast the solid ballot; if he trusted the plaintiff, he cast the hollow ballot. In the fifth century, however, two urns were used to receive votes for the prosecutor or the defendant, respectively. [FN53] In both systems a simple majority indicated the result of the trial; four jurors - hazardously - were chosen to count these votes.

Yet the logical reasoning and persuasion were not only present during the proceedings or when a litis was settled; other situations existed in relation to the juridical arena which were constructed on an argumentative framework. Legislative discussions and proposals, for instance, were also rhetorical, since they were supported by strategies addressed to achieve consensus on the advantages of incorporating new rules to the system. Popular participation in Athens could be seen at different levels all along the steps of legislative procedure, and the Assembly or any citizen was granted an extended capacity to initiate legislation. If an Athenian citizen decided it suitable to propose the inclusion of a new law within the established set of norms, he defended his position in order to persuade others that this was the right way to proceed.

With some exceptions - especially in oligarchic or tyrannical periods - law in classical Greece was definitely linked in all its stages, to democratic speech in public debates or agonies. During a trial, judges, litigants, and the public were all present at court, a
typical place of discursive interaction. Aristotle himself tells us that the speeches in the tribunals offered the greatest scope for persuasive trickery since, he *711 claims, the jurors were likely to attend for the pure pleasure of hearing a good speech. [FN54]

Greek law, unlike most of our legal systems, was more practice than theory. This implies a methodological problem for those willing to study its characteristics. Since it was not codified, and evidence is scarce, the only way to examine the main aspects of Greek law is by appealing to nonlegal documents if one is interested in reconstructing how courts and assemblies worked at that time. We should pay attention to Gerhard Th r when he proposes to combine all relevant sources to attempt an exhaustive study of legal features in the Greek world:

one has to reconstruct both the details and the principles of Greek law by studying every available source: literature (including philosophy), inscriptions, papyri - evaluating every piece of evidence in its special local and temporal context. The so-called legal texts - laws (nomoi), contracts, judgement and forensic speeches - are no more significant than epic, lyric, tragic or historiographic writings. [FN55]

In this quotation of apposite sources of law, references to different literary genres, such as epics, poetry or tragedy, should be underlined. Literature, therefore, occupies a place of preference in the reconstruction of a former legal system; following these expressions by Th r, we could conceive this relationship as based upon a certain "law through literature" dimension.

In order to go beyond these observations on Athenian tribunals, and to suggest a possible "law and literature" ensemble in ancient Greece - something traditionally ignored [FN56] - we will focus on theater as one particular literary example and its proximity to judicial activities.

*712 III. Literature in Classical Poleis: Dramatic Festivals

When discussing literary expressions, Mari included the idea that many written texts could be expected to eventually be taken on stage. [FN57] In this sense, the special nature of mise en sc ne makes theater nothing but a literary genre in its own sense and with its own profile. More attached to civic values in ancient society than today, Greek theater has always been a promising field for different studies related to its context of representation. [FN58]

The origins of Greek tragedy and comedy remain obscure and controversial, and are apparently related to religious rituals and former literary dithyrambic chorus and phallic compositions. [FN59] Despite this problem, the general characteristics of the genre can be traced. Greek plays were performed in an outdoor theater by a chorus and three actors - who play all the speaking characters - disguised in costumes and masks. Tragedy almost exclusively had to do with a mythic background, whereas ancient comedy was influenced by the satirical representation of contemporary figures and issues - in the fourth century B.C., New Comedy dealt with private controversies, which replaced the objective of attacking politicians or government officers.

The group of dramatic pieces that have actually survived oblivion and were transmitted through history until our days were prepared to be played in theaters of a very particular character, according to the sociocultural aspects of the Greeks. In its architectural features, the most typical area was the orchestra or dancing floor, which was a simple circular space in which the chorus performed. This design was probably related to some of the origins of theater that have been mentioned, which can be found in local festivals.
of song and dance. In the middle part of the orchestra there was the Thymeli, originally an altar and in classical times the place where the leader of the chorus (koryphaios) used to stand.

Peter Arnott explains that around "the limits of the orchestra, tiers of seats were built into the convenient hillside, so that the audience could look down onto the stage." [FN60] This device allowed a huge number of *713 spectators around the center of the theater. The skene, hanging or standing beyond the dancing floor, was considered to be the actors' location; this was the place where they could change their costumes. In classical times, playwrights began using a stone scene wall (the paraskenia) with projecting sides. To its right and left, there were two processional entranceways, called the parodoi, that led directly into the orchestra. [FN61]

The actors positioned themselves either in the orchestra with the chorus or on the steps leading to the doors of the skene. The protagonist, deuteragonist, and trigonist - which were chosen and hired by the state - played the multiple roles of the play, although some extra non-speaking figures could stand on stage for the purpose of the plot. All actors were male, and the use of masks helped the spectators learn the age, sex, and social status of the characters they represented. Masks were also designed with open mouths to allow intelligible speech.

The twelve (later, fifteen) members of the chorus were trained by the poet for the performance. Once these khoreutai had entered though the parodoi, the chorus interacted with the characters through the koryphaios and sang and danced the stasima. In the examination of the typical patterns of Greek drama, and the way they answered the demands of a theater concerned primarily with the spoken word, the importance of debate on stage - between the protagonist and the chorus, or between characters themselves - must be regarded as one of its most fascinating properties. In both tragedy and comedy, debate plays a prominent part, since it usually replaces action. The argumentative instinct, which we found in courtrooms, is also strong in theatrical pieces.

The audience occupied an essential part of the dramatic setting, and in the theatron seating was carefully assigned in accordance with social ranks. The main wedge was reserved for members of the Council and young men in military training; citizens used to occupy the middle rows, and noncitizens and women (if it is true they attended the representations, which is still in doubt) may have been given the two last wedges. [FN62] There is an agreement among historians that attendance was open to all citizens, although in practice it might be suggested that not all of them would have been able to afford the tickets. [FN63] Nevertheless, the occasions for dramatic representations were very few, so it is possible that the spectacle was *714 essentially democratic. Evidence reveals that plays were performed in Athens at only two moments in the year. [FN64] Both were festivals in honor of the god Dionysos: the Great Dionysia, which occupied six days in Elaphebolion (corresponding grosso modo to our month of March) [FN65] and the Leneia, which lasted four days in Gamelion (roughly January). [FN66] It seems that both religious festivals were celebrated in the theater of Dionysos beside the Akropolis, [FN67] and dramas participated in competitions. After a day of religious parades and two days of dithyrambic dancing, dramatic contests were put into action as part of the feasting program.

Tragic poets were selected by an arkhon - the magistrate in charge of the festival - to put their plays on stage. Each one of the playwrights presented a tetralogy of three tragedies and a satyr play; only three were finally chosen. Wealthy Athenians acted as sponsors of the festivities, and covered all expenses of the contest through the payment of taxes. Among these public services or "liturgies" done for the benefit of the community, some Athenians were even chosen by the arkhon to supervise and finance
the dramatic presentation. These khoregoi had the duty of getting costumes and masks, paying for the actors and musicians, hiring a director or didaskalos and giving all necessary support for the training of the chorus.

Authors would participate in these contests in order to be granted the prize for winning. A number of judges were appointed for the competitions a few days before the representations. First, a long list of judges (kritai) had to be agreed in the Council (Boule). All the names were written separately in little spheres and kept sealed in special jars. This list was afterwards shortcut during the competition, to avoid bribery, and only ten judges were finally elected out of the urns; these judges were called to write their individual verdicts on a tablet after all plays were acted. Randomly, the arkhon used to draw out five tablets, and votes were counted to rank the poets and award the prizes.

*715 As it can be seen, these festivals were essentially involved with competition, and therefore constituted an active manifestation of political training and democratic discussions, where citizenship was clearly acted out in public and put into practice. [FN68] In this sense, there are several similarities that can connect the administration of justice and dramatic contests in Athens; all of these particular aspects of theater are interesting paths to pursue the close attachment between law and literature within the context of democracy.

IV. Law and Drama in Athens (And Elsewhere)

It is clear that Shakespeare's theater was always buzzing with litigiousness, [FN69] and Cervantes' Quixote was permanently dealing with some legal issues. [FN70] These references often become an interesting source of discovering some practical dimensions of ancient law.

As it is my aim to show here, the representations of justice within literary texts can be especially traced much earlier, in fifth-century Athenian theater, where many pieces were also distinguished by frequent references to legal allusions, sometimes even at the very heart of the plot. [FN71] Aiskhylos's Eumenides, for instance, is set around the homicide of Klytemnaistra and Aigistos, who had murdered king Agamemnon. As a natural outcome of the action, the Areopagos court is created and a trial is arranged on stage by the goddess Athena in order to decide Orestes's punishment for killing his mother and her lover. Through a protagonist claiming for the right to perform her brother's death rites within the limits of Thebes, Sophokles's Antigone [FN72] addresses the tragic opposition between human law and the superior principles of justice. [FN73] Aristophanes's Wasps comically represents contemporary judicial activity by presenting a maniac character suffering from the terrible disease of litigiousness. [FN74] These are not isolated examples: there are a number of plays in which no legal trial is involved, and where the forms of debate seem not merely gratuitous but highly inappropriate to us as contemporary readers.

We must take into consideration that the Athenians were litigious and that rhetoric was a landmark of the time: the influence of forensic agones in theater is only understood if taken as part of a real "esprit de l'epoque" (spirit of the time). In democratic times, it is clear that civic action was mainly exercised through the staging of public speeches in open spaces of participation. Theater and courtrooms, in this sense, are two fields which can be clearly connected within the territory of political activity. [FN75] The judgment is understood as a tragic show, and this is always crossed by a political message which is indirectly addressed to the spectators.

In classical Greece, as Richard Garner understood, "[t]hese legal and dramatic verbal contests shared various details of procedure and administration which suggested their
They both became social instances of representation: a dramatic text, or a legal argument, is meant to be taken from the written paper to the acting studio, in order to be performed in front of others. In the core of the debate, litigants/actors are playing their roles. [FN77] In these agonistic games of characters, [FN78] a public dimension is achieved: theater and courts are means to represent both collective and symbolic events in a public sphere. [FN79] Both spectacles are, thus, social rituals. [FN80] Certain conventional elements that they share turn them into formal and deeply structured ceremonies, [FN81] which at a point remain close to their religious origin.

A ritual is a codified complex of systematic and repetitive behaviors. [FN82] The rules which give rise to rituals are meant to create and promote a number of essential values in a specific society. The judicial procedure is a secular ritual par excellence, since it is intended to consecrate a conservative order, to impose the traditional scheme of power and to *718 reaffirm the official ideology. [FN83] Dramatic representations are also ritual instances, ceremonies where everyone has his or her place, where actors and audience are clearly discernible in a prepared scenario of solemnity. [FN84] In this sense, ritual is basically a performative activity. [FN85]

Therefore, what seems more interesting to me is to expand the traditional - and maybe too strictly philological - "law in literature" perspective (which only deals with the discovery of legal references within the plays), to see if a more representative link in Athens between legal practice and the literary phenomenon of drama can be discovered. We have been able to identify a suitable parameter of comparison under the cross-examination of argumentative devices, structural organization, and performance.

Law and theater have clearly become in Athens privileged areas for democratic argumentation. Both in court and on stage, Athenians made use of their persuasive skills to convince the audience and jurors.

The notion of argumentativity is basically related to this aspect. Born as a concept linked in its origins to lexical and structural patterns, [FN86] the idea became soon afterwards attached to the development of studies in pragmatics. [FN87] If argumentation could be understood as the study of discourse techniques intending to provoke or increase the adhesion of the spirit of others to one's own thesis, [FN88] "argumentativity" stands for a property of every speech act leaning towards the production, reproduction and transformation of those social representations of others. [FN89] From this point of view, then, it has to be considered next to the idea of persuasion. [FN90]

Argumentation is a verbal and social activity mainly concerned with different efficacious ways oriented towards the peaceful resolution of a *719 controversy of opinion, [FN91] and therefore, it proposes the defense of a certain perspective. [FN92] Since it is necessary to persuade others about a disputable issue in a context of dialogue, argumentative devices - especially antithesis, logical syllogism, and the exploitation of dialogical interaction [FN93] - should be addressed to a specific audience, and cannot be examined without reference to the unique moment in which the speech is pronounced. [FN94]

In courtrooms and on stages, imposing a certain social representation leads to the execution of deliberate actions to convince, id est, to motivate interlocutors to adopt a particular behavior. It is understood from this that the forensic interaction of legal speeches and the agonistic discussions of characters in front of an audience, built over an organized presentation of incompatible views, are equally undermined by argumentative resources. [FN95]
The organization of both spectacles can also offer similarities, since tragedies derive part of their formal structure from the law court. Regularly we find two individuals pitted against each other, and each makes a speech of approximately equal length. As David Wiles points out, [FN96] "speakers in the law court could use precious time to interrogate their opponent, and a short intense interchange at the end of a pair of speeches is a common feature in drama." [FN97]

What is more, we could consider that many other interesting similarities between public hearings in the legal sphere and those that were staged before citizens in the theatre have often been acknowledged. [FN98] Both trials and dramatic festivals were seen and heard by huge audiences of *720 watchers/listeners, [FN99] which become involved with the action, [FN100] and in both of them agonistic performances aimed toward a majority decision by the jury about the winner. [FN101]

Speeches in law courts were essentially dramatic because they were represented as a spectacle: actors and orators had to rehearse in advance, memorizing the speech and pretending afterwards to improvise. Plaintiff and defendant, standing on two platforms facing the audience, were engaged in a process of self-dramatization. [FN102] In this sense, the relationship between law and literature can be seen as twofold: if we can say that tribunals worked as real dramatic spectacles, tragedies and comedies may also be considered, apart from literary fictions, a democratic space - open to anyone - where opinions are presented in mutual contradiction and disputes are settled. Democratic power is exercised, as well as the political authority of the demos:

Above all, both institutions [law-courts and theatre] were means of gaining status and authority within the political realm of the city, and thus such performances became key instruments of power. The political subject is constituted in and by performance, and citizens require self-conscious manipulation of performance; in the pursuit of power. [FN103]

A strong connection between legal and theatrical spaces is, thus, notorious: actors-litigants in a bilateral debate or agon, facing the jury *721 under the cautious and interested look of the audience sitting around the stage-courtroom. These popular activities represent the nature of performance. As part of the institutional system, attitudes and practices which are integral to the society of classical Athens, they illuminate the culture of democracy. [FN104]

I cannot agree with Jennifer Wise when she argues that in Athens theatrical problems and limitations perverted the original text of the drama. [FN105] Even if the original form of drama is writing, it must not be forgotten that theater is - in itself - what becomes represented on stage. In classical Athens, where the passage from an oral community to a literary culture has been slow, a play is not composed to be read, but to be acted out. The use of extra-verbal communication in the experience of tribunals and dramatic scenarios, as part of a spoken and acted spectacle, can also be read as performative signs in common. [FN106] The aesthetic activity of a judge composing a verdict can also be seen as the work of a dramatist. [FN107]

*722 As Bernard Hibbits affirms:

In performance cultures, the basic communicative idiom is very different. Instead of suppressing certain media or keeping them separate, members of preliterate or marginally literate societies continually combine media. In their highest forms of cultural and intellectual expression, speech routinely gives voice to gesture and gesture gives shape to speech; music gives sound to sculpture, while sculpture gives substance to music. Law is simultaneously heard, seen, and sometimes
even felt and savored. Ultimately, the meaning of significant cultural and legal messages resides less in the individual components of communication (although these must be recognized) than in their synthesis, performance. [FN108]

Law and literature are domains of speech. But if they are limited to verbal language, much of their nature is lost. Performance is essentially visual. [FN109] Several physical indicators in the location of performance help the spectators identify participants and judges. The disposition of space creates different roles. According to their placing, defendants and accusers are visible and distinguished, actors and chorus are separated in a mise-en-scène organized to be heard and seen. [FN110]

A tragic or comic play is nothing but the live interaction of words and gestures; a trial is not only a procedure held in a courtroom, but the image and sound of that procedure. This visual character makes the situation of *723 judging a common landscape in TV shows [FN111] or films, [FN112] where tribunals are frequently represented through the use of conventional patterns shared by the audience. Law is performance in all its senses, and so is drama. [FN113]

This comparative outlook shows that law has much more to do with literature than we think, because they are both ruled - as activities organized within the community - by cultural conditions which affect and impose their social meaning and purpose at a certain moment in time.

V. Conclusion: Law and Theater as Performative Rituals

The deep symbiosis of stage activities and civic life in Athens during the fourth and fifth centuries demands a new explanation of some of the basic notions in law and literature studies. Throughout this Article, we have tried to focus on this particular relationship in ancient drama, discussing the insufficient scope of some well-known assumptions on "Law in Literature" or "Law as Literature" and suggesting certain changes in our critical perspective, so as to rethink the ways in which literary texts, juridical phenomena, and social factors may coexist in a specific community.

As we have seen, both contests at law and in the theater should be analyzed as instances of performance. Theatrical spectacles are structured like a jury trial, where a written accusation (the text) is judged by a mass audience in performance. [FN114] What is more, as Jerome Bruner has shown, it is possible to see that "law stories are narrative in structure, adversarial in spirit, inherently rhetorical in aim, and justifiably open to suspicion." [FN115]

*724 The historical and cultural frame becomes an essential implement to deal with this nexus. To Julius's initial quotation, we could add now a fifth element, which complements and expands the others: the study of law and literature as cultural spaces of performative rituals. This last element would help to reaffirm the relationship between forensic actions and literary principles through the advantages of a simultaneous and interdependent evaluation and under chronological and cultural starting points. Even beyond dramas, literature is settled by a tridimensional scheme of performative communication, as Jack Balkin & Sanford Levinson observe: "legal practice features a triangular relationship between the institutions that create law, the institutions that interpret law, and the persons affected by the interpretation . . . In the performing arts, there is also a triangular relationship between the creator of the text, the performer and the audience." [FN116]

Performance, in its recent theorization, [FN117] has been seen as a cultural value; it becomes a central term to explain how subjects are related to social norms within a
community. The acknowledgment of this subjective dimension in Athens makes us realize that both literature and law should be read as socially dynamic and public creations; drama, festivals, rites and spectacles are all cultural instances which are performed on their scenes in front of a democratic audience sharing a common ideology on the power of the demos. [FN118] Performative rituals are aimed at the reproduction and discussion of those values by the citizens themselves, updating in the interaction of voices their consciousness and reflections as politai.

Even if this new level of analysis cannot bring solution nor simplify the problems of a long-debated issue, I am convinced that it can at least propose the inclusion of another significant variable which would enrich the complexity of the subject and encourage further discussions among literary critics and jurists. [FN119]
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